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Introduction
Bumblebees usually forage in highly complex sensory environments because the
flowers they visit differ not only in their floral cues such as colour, odour or shape,
but also in spatial distribution and flowering time. Very few studies have investi-
gated how individual learning abilities of different sensory modalities may affect
foraging success. Muller and Chittka (2012) as well as Smith and Raine (2014)
found individual differences between bumblebee foragers. However, there is still a
debate on the existence of intraindividual specialisation in one modality.
To further explore the hypothesis of sensory specialisation, we assumed two possi-
ble scenarios: a) a trade-off between foragers, or b) a trade-off between different
modalities. In scenario a) differences between individuals exist and bumblebee wor-
kers show either a consistently high or a low learning ability across all modalities. In
b) intraindividual differences occur and it is possible that a forager shows superior
performance in only one specific modality while struggling with similar tasks in
other modalities.

Materials and methods
Inexperienced bumblebee foragers of three different colonies were pre-trained in
flight arenas that contained ten transparent artificial flowers (Fig. 1A). All trai-
ning flowers contained 10 µl sucrose solution (30%) as a reward. In the experi-
mental setup, we confronted pre-trained bumblebees (colony A: N=3, colony B:
N=10, colony C: N=9) with a sequence of two visual (shape and colour) and one
olfactory learning task.
In each experimental setup we offered five rewarded and five unrewarded flowers
(which contained water). In the first task exploring floral shape, only flowers with
a corona contained a reward. In the colour learning experiment, either purple or
blue flowers were rewarded and in the last setup only flowers scented with benzal-
dehyde (1%) contained a sucrose solution. Between foraging flights, unrewarded
and rewarded flowers were cleaned and their spatial set-up was changed randomly.
Each individual bee had to complete 50 visits in every task. A visit was considered
to be valid, when the proboscis touched the fluid (Fig. 1B).

Figure 1: A) Experimental flowers: I) transparent training flowers. II) purple and III) blue flowers
used in the colour learning task. IV) flowers with and V) without corona for shape learning. Type
V) was also used in the scent learning experiment as small pieces of scented filter papers could be
inserted; B) Bumblebee forager drinking at an artificial flower

Results I
Individual differences in learning
Bumblebees across all three colonies varied in their learning performance, e.g. some
bees showed a consistently high learning success in all tasks (Fig. 2A) while others
reached the maximum of correct choices in only one modality (Fig. 2B). However,
we cannot pinpoint a single parameter that would explain the variation between
individual learning success.

Figure 2: Examples of individual
learning curves of two foragers A)
and B). Different line types repre-
sent the learning success in diffe-
rent tasks
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Results II
Differences at colony level
We found no significant differences between task-related learning abilities within
colony A (Fig. 3A). However, foragers of colony B showed a significantly better
performance in the colour learning task than in shape and odour learning (Fig.
3B; Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared: p < 0.014, Dunn’s post hoc test: p < 0.03).
Workers of colony C were more successful in colour than in shape learning, but
only during their first 30 choices (Fig. 3C; Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared: p < 0.005,
Dunn’s post hoc test: p < 0, 03). No inter-colony variation could be detected in
colour learning. However, colony A excelled in the shape learning task between visit
20 and 30, although performance declined in later visits. Colony A also reached
the highest level of 100% correct visits in the scent task. Except for a negative
correlation between colour and scent learning in colony C (Spearman rank corre-
lation, S = 201.77, p-value = 0.0433, ρ = -0.6814), no further correlations could
be detected between the performance in different modalities (Fig. 3D-F). Fur-
thermore, Kendall’s coefficient of concordance indicates a low congruence of the
performance in different tasks except for colony A (colony A: 0.7778; colony B:
0.2933 and colony C: 0.2264). Results for learning success colony A appear to
stand out, which might be explained by the relatively small sample size.

Figure 3: A)-C) Comparison of learning success in % rewarded visits for each colony (colony A:
N=3; colony B: N=10; colony C: N=9); Different line types represent the median learning success
in different tasks; D)-F) Scatter plots with mean values calculated for the final thirty choices of
each bee. Data of bumblebees from different colonies are represented by different colours.

Conclusions and outlook
We found evidence for both postulated scenarios. Analysis of individual learning
curves and correlation analysis at colony level revealed that bumblebee workers can
show a consistently high learning ability across all modalities as well as a superior
performance in only one specific modality. We interpret our findings as evidence for
a multitude of strategies at colony level, i.e. some workers appear to be superior
in all tested modalities whereas other workers show evidence of specializing in one
modality at the expense of performance in others. Such a multi-strategy approach
would render a colony flexible in different conditions and stochastic environments
and might thus boost colony fitness. However, more work including foraging tasks
of differing complexity, e.g. with multimodal signals found in a natural foraging en-
vironment, is needed to further explore the role of individual learning in bumblebee
colonies.
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